
‘Go Corona Go’ is a game designed to create awareness and learn simple ways to protect oneself and prevent the spread of the Corona Virus. The board game designed 
for families, tackles the issues relating to the awareness and prevention of the virus by breaking it down into multiple situations that arise during such times and enabling 
the players to learn through situation strategy. The aim is to help people develop the sensibilities towards the virus by putting forward situations that they are or will be 
facing in the current scenario. In general the main focus situations are created as islands or regions the player must pass through-
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Shopper’s Stop Island (Food & Grocery related)
Our entire struggle revolves around getting healthy and essential food 
during this period of pandemic. This island tries to teach the basic 
precautions and rules one must follow while going out to buy groceries, in 
case of collecting food deliveries.

Qua-run-tine Island (Lock down & police rules) 
The rules of lock down, work from home and quarantine need to be 
followed by everyone. This island aims at inculcating a sense of respect 
towards police and  other emergency workers during lock down by adding 
a hint of fun while reinforcing the bitter reality to the situation of being 
caught by the police for unnecessary wandering. 

Healthify Island (Doctors and healthcare) 
The healthcare staff and doctors have been working day and night during 
such difficult situations to ensure our safety, it is important to respect 
them. Taking basic medical care at home and informing experts in case of 
any symptoms are few of the learnings from this island. 

Fun-task-tic Island (Physical and mental health in lock down)
While the whole nation is in a lock down with an unpredictable future, it is 
essential to maintain a healthy mind and body. The game adds a fun 
element in this island by making them do simple tasks like meditation, 
yoga or other creative activities like singing/dancing to inspire the players. 

GAME DESIGN

Each island comprises of two major paths; the safety path and the death path. At 
the entrance of an island is a mandatory logic-choice based question; the answer 
to which decides the path the player would take.  Questions to critical situations 
and their responses decide if the player moves from the safe to the danger zone or 
moves to the next island or dies.

Similar to any usual board game, one needs dice to play. However, one cannot 
surpass the mandatory island question.



Resource Card

Hand Sanitizer x1

Resource Card

Face Mask x1

Resource Card

Pair of Gloves x1

Resource Card

Grocery Basket x1

Resource Card

Soap x1

Essential Card

Going Out

Essential Card

Healthcare Helpline

Essential Card

Stay at Home

Essential Card

Social Distancing

3m

CARDS

RULE BOOK

The answer to the situations and questions in the game 
could be either the resource cards, essential cards or both. 
The Going out card needs to be coupled with the resource 
cards (masks, gloves, etc) depending upon the requirement 
to ensure the safety of the player in the game. Ref. the rule 
book answer key, it includes the answers to all the 
questions in the game with reasoning. 

The game has two sets of cards which are distribut at the beginning of the game and are collected at certain points in the game-
• The resource cards which include mask, sanitizers, soap, gloves and grocery. (1 each distributed)
• The essential cards which include Stay at home, Healthcare helpline, Social Distancing and Going out. (2 each distributed)

Deck of Cards Box kit

Rule Book Cover Rule Book Answer key
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